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[Greetings] 

DTI Sec. Ramon Lopez,  NEDA Deputy Dir. Gen. Rose Edillon; NWPC Commissioners, 

DOLE Senior Officials, Officers and Employees of NWPC, Former Colleagues in the 

Commission, Friend,  Partners, Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen, GOOD MORNING! 

 

Congratulations to our hardworking men and women of the  National Wages and 

Productivity Commission and its 16 regional tripartite wage and productivity boards in 

celebrating this 30th founding anniversary. 

 

For the past three decades, NWPC has remained committed to its twin mandate of 

setting just and decent minimum wage and promoting productivity improvement and 

gainsharing schemes to enterprises.   

 

For this period, the boards have issued a total of 323 wage orders with adjustments 

ranging from p191.00 to p448.00 in the non-agriculture sector. In the agriculture sector, 

the increases ranged from p191.00 to p431.00. 

 

Such adjustments protected the purchasing power of our minimum wage earners without  

negatively affecting the soundness of our macroeconomic fundamentals. 

   

When the state called for the protection and welfare of our kasambahays, NWPC came 

out with a wage scheme for our domestic workers.  

 



 

During discussions on the need to improve road travel conditions, NWPC issued a part-

fixed part-performance compensation scheme for our bus drivers and conductors.  

 

To help enterprises improve business performance and remain afloat amidst growing 

trade competition, NWPC and its RTWPBs readily provided free productivity 

improvement trainings and technical assistance. 

 

In the legislative front, it provided substantive inputs on bills relating to wages, incomes 

and productivity.  

 

These are just some of the reforms that the commission and the boards have achieved.  

 

I join the rest of you in wishing NWPC and its RTWPBS continued success and to 

remain steadfast and true to its mandate. 

 

Again, let me extend my congratulations on your 30th anniversary.  Its been indeed 30 

long years of public service at its best.   

 

Magandang umaga at mabuhay! 


